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CHAPTER 34 LEFT VENTRICULAR FLOW 
 
In Chapter 05 we studied the relationship of anterior leaflet shape to left ventricular pressure and flow 
from mid-diastole through mid-systole for hearts H1-H6 (data in Appendix A), finding that the anterior 
leaflet edge was highly mobile, in contrast to the almost immobile annular third of the leaflet. In this 
chapter we examine the relationship of anterior and posterior leaflet edge mobility to left ventricular 
inflow (quantified as described in Appendix C) and pressure.  
 
Figure 34.1 shows that the E- and A-wave inflow patterns are highly reproducible from beat-to-beat in 
hearts H1-H6, although they exhibit significant differences from heart-to-heart.  Note that initial LV 
inflow occurs slightly before mitral valve opening (i.e. leaflet separation). This results from leaflet shape 
changes as LVP falls to low values immediately before valve opening. Because the anterior leaflet is so 
stiff, the elastic change in posterior leaflet geometry is likely to be a prime candidate for this volume 
change. 
 
Figure 34.2 displays single beats from Figure 34.1 on an expanded scale, with inclusion of leaflet edge 
central meridian angles with respect to the annulus. Table 34.1 gives the regurgitant volumes associated 
with mitral valve closure for each beat in each heart. Some preliminary comments regarding these 
results: 

• H1 has very little inflow in the last third of diastole, yet both anterior and posterior leaflet edges 
are at their closed positions. A brief atrial systole kicks the leaflets open a bit (very little), so 
closure driven by the initial LVP increase doesn’t have far to go. It is noteworthy that even 
though the leaflets are almost at their closed positions when LVP starts to rise, closing 
regurgitation is a large 6.9ml, 18% of SV, seemingly very inefficient. 

• H2 has good E- and A-wave filling, each of which kick the leaflets open, but regurgitation starts 
early, before the onset of LVP increase, so the leaflets are half-closed before the LVP increase 
shuts them for good. Closing regurgitation is a large 3ml, 12% of SV. While flow and leaflet 
excursions are tightly coupled during the E-wave, during the A-wave, leaflet excursion is 
significantly delayed behind flow. 

• H3 has almost no inflow for most of the last half of diastole and both anterior and posterior 
leaflet edges stay at their closed positions all this time. A very late atrial systole with almost no 
inflow kicks the leaflets wide open, but the early systolic LVP increase abruptly swings them 
back shut with 2.9ml closing regurgitation, 8% of SV. While flow and leaflet excursions are 
tightly coupled during the E-wave, leaflet excursion is delayed behind flow quite a bit during the 
A-wave. 

• H4 has normal-looking E- and A-waves. The leaflets open widely and are only about half-way 
back toward their closed position when they are sealed by the rising LVP. Closing regurgitation is 
essentially zero. This may be the most normal beat analyzed of all these 6 hearts studied. 

• H5 has a strong E-wave, but, although the A-wave kicks the leaflets open some, this is not 
accompanied by a burst of filling. This casts some doubt on the concept that leaflet opening 
motions are completely dictated by filling bursts….perhaps they are also driven by atrial 
excitation contracting atrial muscle fibers in the annular portion of the anterior and posterior 
leaflets that swings them towards opening? (This may be occurring in H3 as well…almost no 
filling burst with A-wave excitation, but a big kick opening for the leaflets). H5 closing 
regurgitation is only 0.4 ml, less than 2% of SV, a very efficient closure. 

• H6 exhibits normal-looking E- and A-wave patterns. Both anterior and posterior leaflets are 
rapidly shut, however, by the rising LVP at the onset of systole. While flow and leaflet excursions 
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are tightly coupled during the E-wave, leaflet excursion is delayed behind flow quite a bit during 
the A-wave. Closing regurgitation is 2.1ml, 8% of SV. 

 
 
In all these six hearts, although E-wave inflow kicks both the anterior and posterior leaflets toward open 
positions, they swing back towards their closed positions as early filling wanes. This could result from at 
least two forces acting on the leaflets. The collapse of the lowered pressure in the inflow stream from 
the Bernoulli Effect may tend to push the leaflets back towards closed positions. Perhaps even more 
important might be the strut chord forces tending to gently close the leaflets at all times. The vortices 
shed behind the leaflets are possible factors, but they may be too brief to have a major effect driving the 
leaflets toward closure. 
 
Being in a nearly closed position as LVP just starts to rise does not seem to confer an advantage toward 
efficient closing as measured by closing regurgitation. H1 and H2 are in nearly closed positions at the 
onset of LVP increase, but exhibit large (seemingly inefficient) closing regurgitation. 
 
Besides the pressure of inflowing blood, A-wave-induced leaflet opening may involve atrial muscle 
contraction in the annular portion of the anterior and posterior leaflets. H3and H5 exhibited late 
diastolic leaflet opening, with little or no E-wave flow. This may relate to the phenomenon measured by 
Curtis and Priola1, as well as the early-systolic anterior leaflet stiffening “twitch” discussed in Chapter 29. 
 
 
  

                                                            
1 Curtis MB, Priola DV. Mechanical properties of the canine mitral valve: effects of autonomic stimulation. Am J 
Physiol. 1992;262(1 Pt 2):H56-62. 
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Figure 34.1 Left ventricular pressure (LVP, black) and inflow (LV INFLOW, red) for hearts H1-H6. Time of mitral valve opening during IVC (filled 
symbol during rising LVP); Time of mitral valve closure during IVR (filled symbol during falling LVP). Zero flow, horizontal black line. 
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Figure 34.2 Anterior and posterior leaflet angles with respect to the mitral annulus for hearts H1-H6 (expanded time scale from Figures 33.2 and 
34.1). LVP=left ventricular pressure; MVO=mitral valve opening; MVC=mitral valve closure; PML=posterior mitral leaflet; AML=anterior mitral 
leaflet; Φ221837=posterior leaflet angle (PML, blue) subtended by markers #22-18-37; Φ182238=anterior leaflet angle (AML, red) subtended by 
markers #18-22-38; FLOW=flow (dashed) into the left ventricular chamber. Zero flow, horizontal dotted line. 
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Table 34.1.  Regurgitant volume associated with mitral valve closure for 3 sequential beats in hearts H1-
H6. LVPonset=time of initial increase of left ventricular pressure (sampling rate= 60 frames/sec); 
MVC=time of mitral valve closure; ΔLVV=change in left ventricular volume from LVPonset to MVC; 
SV=left ventricular stroke volume; HR=heart rate; CO=cardiac output (SV*HR); ΔLVVavg=3-beat average 
of regurgitant volume for each heart; REGURG=average regurgitant volume expressed as a percentage 
of SV for each heart. 
 
 
 

HEART BEAT LVPonset MVC ΔLVV SV HR CO ΔLVVavg REGURG 
  FRAME FRAME ml ml B/M L/M ml %SV 

H1 B1 19 21 -6.9 38.5 100 3.9 -6.9 18 
 B2 55 57 -7.1      
 B3 91 93 -6.6      

H2 B1 21 23 -3.2 24.3 100 2.4 -3 12 
 B2 57 59 -3      
 B3 93 95 -2.8      

H3 B1 24 29 -3.2 36.2 74 2.7 -2.9 8 
 B2 72 77 -2.7      
 B3 121 125 -2.8      

H4 B1 15 16 -0.2 24.1 86 2.1 0.1 0.3 
 B2 57 59 0.1      
 B3 99 101 0.3      

H5 B1 20 22 -0.9 23.1 91 2.1 -0.4 1.6 
 B2 60 62 0.2      
 B3 99 101 -0.5      

H6 B1 14 17 -2.4 26.7 80 2.1 -2.1 8 
 B2 59 62 -2.1      
 B3 104 107 -1.9      
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